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KIIOP Director Dies
KUOP's
recently
hired
program director, David Lewis,
age 51, died on Sunday morning,
September 12, of a heart attack.
Hired in July to help develop
and produce minority programs
for the station, Mr. Lewis had
already
succeeded
in
establishing several projects in
the Stockton Community.
Lewis came to UOP from
William State University's radio
WDET-FM, where he produced a
program "Seeds of Discontent".
Three
universities
later
incorporated parts of the series
into the curriculum of their
sociology classes. KUOP hired
him not only because of this, but
because of his other diversified
skills. He was active in the
theater, sales and public affairs.
During his military career, he
was involved with the special
services division of the Armed
Forces.
Stated Jim Irwin of KUOP,
"We lost an invaluable asset to
our entire operation. His death
was a shock to all at KUOP and
the Stockton community."
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Search Committee
Explains Methods
Responding to a request
hade by the UOPchapter of the
Vmerican
Association
of
University Professors, student
and faculty representatives on
the
Presidential
Search
Committee conducted a type of
panel discussion last Thursday,
September 15.
Devoted to explaining Search
Committee
procedures and
progress, about thirty faculty
members attended the meeting.
Since the committee operates
under strict confidentiality and
their method of selection is not
widely known, several faculty
members were reportedly
concerned over the workings of
the presidential search. The
AAUP thus took it upon
themselves to schedule the
meeting in order that these

concerns could be expressed.

Representatives from the
Presidential Search Committee
who-met with UOP members of
the AAUP are (from left to right)

Under the chairmanship of
Dr. Elliot Taylor, the committee
reported it had received about
235 nominations which were
this
narrowed to twenty-two as of presidential candidate,
September 15. Screening was profile sketches an individual
based upon personaldossiersthat • who has strong academic and
fund raising experience.
were submitted on each
candidate, \jnder rather heated
When questioned as to the
questioning by certain faculty
members, the Search Committee calibre of the candidates, the
emphasized that each member committee stated that there were
had thoroughly studied every several who they thought would
dossier,
no matter
how be a veryv acceptable as a pres
unqualified a candidate might ident, and a few who were, in
have initially appeared.
fact, highly desirable.
Selections were based on a
Taylor also disclosed that no
candidate's
background,
philosophies and his similarity to members of the committee had
an idea presidential profile that submitted nominations
was designed last spring. themselves in an effort to
Summarizing all of the qualities achieve an honest objectivity in
that would be found in an ideal

David Bennett, Baxter Urist,
Paul Nasman, Thomas Ambrogi
(AAUP), Elliot Taylor, Cathy
Tisinger and Larry Walker.

Don Maclntyre, and
Waldo Corbascio.

the selection process.

directly reflect university-wide
opinion of
the candidates
resulting from these campus
interviews.

Explaining the final steps in
the process of the search, Taylor
explained that by September 18
Dr. Wallace Caldwell, a
the committee will have
submitted a final list of names to faculty member on the Search
the Board of Regents Selection Committee, emphasized the
Committee. The Regents then importance of these interviews,
screen these candidates and for the nominees during this
invite
the
outstanding period shall also be judging UOP
individuals here for interviews. and deciding whether or not they
At this time students, faculty, even want the presidency. Said
and administration alike have Caldwell, "The way in which we
the opportunity of questioning examine the candidates is vital.
the nominees. The final decision A nominee will be able to tell the
lies in the hands of the Board of quality of this institution Dy me
Regents, but the outcome shall questions that are asked of him."
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The Student Center - A Dream Awake:

David Bennett appointed
Tom Ferrian of 101 South
west Complex has resigned from Ferrian and Randy Schulman as
Commissioners
last
his position as ASUOP Social Social
Commissioner. He stated his Spring. Now Schulman is doing
reason for quitting as personal. the job alone.

New SS Bill Passed

Frosh Lose Deferments
(Editor's Note: Congress passed
the new Selective Service Bill,
September 21, which extends the
draft to June, 1973 and includes a
2.4 billion military pay raise,
authorizes President Nixon to
stop undergraduate student
deferments starting with those
entering college this fall, extends
procedural rights of draftees
before their local boards, and
limits induction to 130,000 this
year and 140,000 next year.)

The
Selective Service
System clarified expected policy
on
undergraduate
changes
student
deferments.
This
release, made September 3, said
college students who were
enrolled full-time in the 1970-71
academic year will be eligible for
student deferments in the 1971-72
school year if they continue to
make satisfactory progress in
their programs of study,
However, young men who
entered school for the first time
this summer and those who
enroll as freshmen this fall will
not
qualify
for
student
deferments if the pending
changes to the Selective Service
Act are passed by Congress. The
House has completed action on
the bill and final Senate action is
expected in September.
'Said Dr. Curtis W. Terr,
Selective Service Director, "Few
incoming freshmen students are
likely to be inducted in the near
future because of the student
deferment phaseout." Of the
1,034,000 incoming freshmen
males estimated by the Office of
Education, approximately 80
percent are 18 years old and only
20 percent are 19 years of age or
older. The 18 year olds will

receive their lottery numbers in
1972, and they will not be subject
to induction until 1973, when draft
calls should be low. The 19 year
old freshmen received their
lottery numbers August 5 of this
year and will be subject to
induction next year; at least 1/2
should have high enough lottery
numbers to preclude their
induction. Of those remaining,
approximately 50 percent will be
disqualified on mental, moral or
physical grounds. This means
that a maximum of 50,000 men
will be directly affected in 1972 by
the student deferment phaseout
and one-half of these, or 25,000,
will probably not be inducted
because of
enlistments in
Regular, Reserve or National
Guard units, participating in
commissioning programs or
because of procedural delays.
Dr. Tarr said that college
students will not be drafted in the
middle of a semester or term. "If
called while enrolled, they will be
allowed
to postpone
their
induction until the end of the
seme
Dr. Tarr said that college
students will not be drafted in the
middle of a semester or term. "If
called while enrolled, they will be
allowed
to postpone
their
induction until the end of the
semester, or term. If in their last
academic year, they will be able
to postpone their induction until
after graduation.
Dr. Tarr advised incoming
freshmen and students who
started their program of study in
the summer of 1971 or later not to
file applications for student
deferments even though the
current law authorizes granting
deferments to students in fulltime programs of study.

University Financial Vice university center a place where
President Dr. Robert Winterberg students could relax and meet
and ASUOP President David with the faculty, and other
Bennett have revealed that students in an environment that
construction of the 2.6 million difered from others on campus.
dollar university center will
STUDENT SUGGESTIONS
begin in May, 1972.
Students are urged to
The four level structure will
communicate their suggestions
be located in the area between
and
ideas for prospective
Anderson Y and North Hall.
facilites
in the university center
Construction is expected to take
to
their
respective student
fifteen months.
Ratcliff,
Slama
and representatives. Ideas will then
Caldwalader,
the
Berkeley be channelled to the Student
architectual firm responsible for Senate and relayed further to the
University Planning Committee.
the Cowell Student Health
During the summer a
Cenyer, will also draw the plans
student
committee researched
for the university center.
the possible uses of a UOP
The university center will be
financed by a Debt Service university center. By visiting
Grant, awarded to UOP by the student unions in Berkeley,
Stanford, Hayward and Oregon,
United States Department of
Housing
and
Urban the committee discovered a
Development.
Under
the number of ideas for the center.
The summer committee,
program the university has been
given a forty-year loan at a 3% composed of Gipson, Nassman,
Bennett, Brown and Marianne
interest rate.
Lahdig, compiled a report of
The federal government,
under the Debt Service Grant their findings and related
program, guarantees to pay a suggestions. Copies of the report
are now available.
local lender the difference in the
interest rate over 3%.
"CAMPUS
COMMUNITY
Amortization of the loan will
CONSCIOUSNESS"
be $140,000 annually. In order to
According to the report, the
meet this commitment, each
floor of the university center is university center should be a
place which will serve to develop
being designed to pay for itself.
Student housing, cluster and reinforce a campus
shopping areas, entertainment community consciousness,
and
public services are e summer committee's report
suggested facilities for the recommends a number of
center. Revenue taken in from facilities for the center. The
these operations will be used to multiuse facility will be designed
to make living on campus better.
help repay
loan.
The committee suggest selfWHO WILL PAY?
contained apartments for the top
In addition, a university
center fee will also be charged. It
has not been determined whether
this fee will be charged to
students alone, or whether
faculty and administrators will
also be required to pay a fee.
"If this is truly to be a
university center, all members
of the campus should share the
cost equally since since everyone
will be sharing the benefits,"
stated Bennett.
It is the task of the University
Center Planning Committee to
develop a blueprint for uses for
the new center. Members of the
committee
include
Dave
Bennett, Judy Chambers, Dean
Edward Betz, Carter Brown, Dr.
Robert Winterberg, Professor
Martin Gipson, Paul Nassman,
Leonard Abbott, Bob McMaster,
Paul Fairbrooks and the
architects.
The committee met the first
of July and discussed the idea of a
"If the pending Selective
Service legislation does not
pass," Tarr said, "it would not be
in a registrant's best interest to
obtain a student deferment
which would extend his liability
until age 35. Should Congress
change the legislation to provide
for deferments for new incoming
freshmen, which is most
unlikely,
applications
for
deferments
will
not
be
jeopardized by delaying their
submission until after passage ol
the new law."

ade
me
fou
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two floors of the new building
Each unit will house from one tjijam
dis
six occupants.
pol
LANE OF SHOPS
res
The
proposed
clust^i ;ta
shopping areas are intended tji jjf]
p r o v i d e q u a l i t y p r o d u c t s a t thji p f '
least possible cost. A recort
store, book store, barber shofl ov
ticket office, and food service at ev
being considered by
th pi:
University Planning Committe
as possible shops in the centerj th;
A sauna-pool complex an; K1
movie theater are the two majqi af
features suggested for th| Fr
entertainment area. Accordinj ;hi
to the summer committee! re
report, the sauna would draji
appeal from both high-leve
university administrators an(
freshmen.
Lockers and showers fo| :o
commuting student' use we >e
mentioned as other prospectiv
facilities in the sauna-po
complex.
a
MOVIE THEATER
h
Also under consideration is 1 i.ri
two-hundred capacity multi-us|
movie
II1UV1C theater.
uicatti. During the day!
—
•
course-related films could b^ I
*
tVi/-v fViootorl
shown
andi at night the
theaterf; •
could be used for popular film
viewing.
other entertaining possibilities
include a coffee house, small
dance floor and lecture and
concert rooms.
The summer committeef
report recommends a number i
facilities for the center. Th
multiuse facility will be designe
to make living on campus bettt

Valley Hews
Stockton
Unified School
District counts a total of 30,469
pupils enrolled in elementary,
junior and senior high schools.
Grape Festival
There was the second highest
turnout at the Lodi Grape
Festival and Wine Show82,780.
Innovated Nursery School ,
Kinderworld Nursery School
opened Sept. 13. It will follow the
teaching methods of the late
Maria Montessori, the wellknown educator who felt it was
more important for children to

learn at their own pace, with
class of no more than 15.
Busing Plans
The SUSD is considerin
busing children from outside th
school district and elsewher
within it to Hazelton School fo
integration purposes.
US Employment Funds
The City of Stocktoi
qualified as Number One on thl
list for Federal Employmenl
Funds under the EmergencJ
Employment Act to creati
temporary local government
jobs.

Covell Announces Speaker
Covell College announced
that a guest speaker from
Argentina will be coming to UOP
in the near future. He will be
speaking in Spanish and English
and the entire student body is
welcome to attend. Stockton
government officials have also
been invited.
The Costa Rican Program is
being planned for this year.
Because of the great success of
the program last year, Covell
College has decided to continue
it. The Costa Rican program
gives students a chance to
become familiar with a second or

third country. For one semester,
students attend the University ol
San Jose in Costa Rica and work
in their special fields in private
companies. The students are nol
paid for their work but they gait
knowledge and experience b)
working and being with the
people.
According to Fausto Rhor
Director of Public Relations ai
ECC from Ecuador, the biggesi
goal that Covell College wants t<
accomplish this year is t<
become better acquainted witl
the UOP student body and to fee
closer to everyone.
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KUOP Hit by Jockey Strike

^ommuninatinn
PAN
hp
Communication
can
be
ht (adefinite
id
problem attimes, so the
TVembers of radio station KUOP

H ...
30,000 watts located at 91.3 on the
FM dial. As a result, its
programs serve not only UOP
ound the Friday afternoon of
and Stockton, but 100 miles in all
September 10.
directions reaching from Tahoe
dinj
A growing dissatisfaction
to Fresno and occasionally into
ne tfcmong a number of the KUOP
San Francisco.
iisc jockeys as to KUOP's
Irwin reported that because
olicies
and
programming,
of this, the station policy is that it
esulted in shutting off the'
must vary its programs to serve
itation for a while to work out
a number of audiences, not only
ifferences, Jim Irwin, director
students. The station plays
if KUOP reported.
programs of classical and
?coj
Irwin
said
that
he
hag
progressive rock music at
sh°jloverheard a rumor Thursday
various
times of the day.
eatevening of a station take over
Irwin admitted that the
. planned for Friday afternoon.
pressure on campus and among
litte
As was planned, Irwin said
the dj's is for more rock music.
iter that he was invited up to the
Prime time from 7 to 10 pm is
at KUOP studio situated at the top
devoted
to classical programs
iaji of Burns Tower about 2 pm
and also to "community
tl Friday afternoon. He was met
obligations" such as public
"dii there by a small group and as he
affairs
and
community
tee reported, certain demands were
happenings.
dra read at that time over the air
He reported that a number of
le followed by live responses from
the 15 dj's felt that this prime
^ Irwin.
time should be devoted to rock
Irwin
reportedly
was
music. This disagreement along
fo concerned that the discussion not reported. It is strictly a non
with the others were hashed over
wei be broadcasted so the circuits commercial station, one of four
and he and the members found
ctiilwere cut and all returned to the non-commercial
stations in that they actually agreed on
-pofstation for talks.
California to belong to the Public many of the same things. Irwin
Irwin reported the three Broadcasting System which
reported that two or three good
main issues were concerned with provides tapes and programs for
discussions helped to settle the
the questions of dishonesty its station members to use.
abrupt split and communication
i lsjamong the dj's, of station
KUOP is an FM station of is again in business.
•

_ ...u„
T/TTAT. is
philosophy or
who KUOP
actually serving, and of the
quality of the record library of
which the student dj's reportedly
wanted a larger part.
"KUOP is licensed to serve
the public" as Jim Irwin

inter Session Offers Trnvel Chnnces

by Robin Stockton
"The winter term at the
University
of
the
Pacific
provides an opportunity for
students to concentrate, to work
independently, and if appro
priate to unite theory and
practice through joining study
and experience.
During the January Winter
Session, a student enrolls in ony
Hone course for which he
ffl undertakes an in-depth study.
II Dr. Clifford Hand, Associate
J| Dean of the College of the Pacific
|| is especially excited about eight
^|| of the Winter Session's offerings.
COP offers seven programs
jj of study in Europe and Raymond
11 College offers the eighth. All
in students enrolled in these
th programs will fly from San
jr|Francisco
to
Brussels on
fo|January 3, 1972 and return from
j| Brussels to San Francisco on
|| January 31, 1972. Prices quoted
I in the 1972 edition of the Winter
|Term Bulletin include the cost of
lair fare, ground transportation,
|food and lodging.
The seven programs in
|Europe offered by COP are the
|following:
1. Hemingway's Spain - Dr.
Arlen Hansen
2. Literary and Theatrical
| London - Dr. John Seaman
3.
European
Children's
Literature - Dr. Dewey W.
Chambers
4. La Culture Par Les
j Spectacles - Edward A. Streit
5. World Business - K.Lee
6.
Christian-Marxist
Dialogue - Robert W. Blaney
7. Toriing Company in
Europe- Sy Kahn
The Ski Europe Program
will be headed by Mr. Jes Marks.
The program will offer nine days
of skiing in St. Anton, Austria;
nine days in Cervina, Italy and
Zermatt, Switzerland; and nine
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days in Chamonix and Megeve,
France. All those interested in
this program should contact Mr.
Marks in the Housing Office.
Raymond College offers a
course in painting sponsored by
Dvid Burke in which a tour of art
museums will be made in Paris,
Amsterdam and London.
It is imperative that students
register for the European Studies
Programs by Oct 15. Generally
speaking, the European study
courses have no prerequisites.
Other programs to Hawaii,
Mississippi, home communities,
San Francisco and campus
projects are available.
Any student or a group of

McOeorge Awarded
Accrediation
Since the 1966 merger with
University of the Pacific, the
McGeorge School of Law has
changed steadily.
The Law School, located at
3282 Fifth Avenue in Sacremento,
was founded in 1923. McGeorge,
which has maintained a fouryear night program for years,
became
affiliated
with
University of the Pacific in 1966
and added a full time, three-yearday program in 1967. It was at
that time, when McGeorge
applied for accreditation with the
American Bar Association.
As of July 1971, McGeorge
received full ABA accreditation.
This was done in only five years,
the shortest veriod of time
possible to attan such a Degree of
Accreditation. Dean Schaber of
the Law School, sees the ABA's
quick decision this way, "this
swift act of confidence in the
educational
program
at
McGeorge is most gratifying. We
will do everything within our
power to merit the great
confidence which has been
placed in us so quickly by The
American Bar Association."
Bounding Ahead
To meet the needs of law
students,
McGeorge
has
introduced a rapidly expanding

school facility.
Two .years ago, the library
was updated and modernized.
Last summer, contracts were
signed at UOP in Stockton, to
begin one million dollars in
constrction work.
Included in this construction
are two major projects: an
eleven thousand square foot
classroom building and three
story student housing complex;
and a single story classroom
building. This building includes
two large classroom, three
seminar rooms, and adminis
trative offices.
Work on both jobs is
expected to begin within two
weeks, and be completed by next
spring.
Real Court Room
Shaber also announced plans
this week that a real court room,
which will become the heart of a
center for legal advocacy and
research, is receiving funds.
This room, when finished,
will work as an actual court,
where people are prosecuted,
and if found guilty, sentenced.
With such ( a record of
innovativeness in the past,
McGeorge will undoubtedly
become one of the better law
schools in the future.

students wishing to design a
Winter Session project just
submit the planned project to a
professor who will agree to
advise the participant (s) and to
evaluate the work done. The
proposal, with the Professor's
The School of Education will Professor and Coordinator of
approval must be submitted to begin a new program in Special Education in the
the Dean of the School or College conjunction with Covell College Department of Educational and
in which the faculty member this semester. Education courses Counseling Psychology, and Dr.
holds an appontment on or before are offered in Spanish to benefit Roger L. Reimer, Assistant
Nov 1.
those Latin students who have Professor in the Department of
Dr. Hand hopes that more English as a second language.
Educational Administration and
student-oriented courses will be
Supervision are
also new
initiated by the students this
additions to the School of
year. He feels that students
This semester five new Education.
should use the Winter Session as faculty members have joined the
a chance to exercise their own staff
The Schools of Pharmacy
in
the
education
initiative.
department. Dr. Jerry D. King and Education will also team up
will teach a new class, Early this year to teach science in the
Childhood Education, which is local high schools. With hopes of
excellent for all those interested working with people on drug
the
pharmacy
in
teaching
pre-school, problems,
kindegarten, first or second students will be using their
grade levies. Mr. Manuel excellent knowledge of drugs
with their teaching
Montano who is an assistant along
professor in the department of knowledge to relate some facts
6) Housing Needs, and 7) Women curriculum and instruction will .about drugs to the younger
and Problems of Second Class be the new director of the students. This will be a training
Citizenship.
•Teacher Corp. Dr. Armand P. program for the pharmacy
The eighth workshop is a Maffia, Assistant Professor in students and, hopefully with
youth conference combined with the Department of Educational their specialization in drugs, can
a student press meeting with and Counseling Psychology, and present some hard facts to their
Cranston. This conference will Dr. Milton M. Tyler, Associate students.
deal with "a comparison of
attitudes that exist within the
population of student activism,
and comparison of time length in
student activism, and a
Will Apply
comparison of the oype of work
LOW RATES en hirehoee
students are involved in and
AnniNP
MECHANICAL
STUDENT
student frustrations,''
TYPEWRITERS
maph NF? CALCULATORS
announced
Darlene
Avery,
MAltllNta
ELECTRONIC
3 MONTHS SIS
member
of
the
County
ELECTRIC PORTABLES
Democratic Committee.
SI0.00 MONTHLY
MM
LUNCHEON
HERMES

Teaching Efforts Combined

Senators Confer
With Youth
A
County
Democratic
Committee Conference featuring
key speakers, Senators Alan
Cranston and George McGovern,
will
be
held
tomorrow,
September 25, at the Holiday Inn,
with the public invited.
The Conference will consist
of eight different workshops,
each person electing to attend
one.
REGISTATION
Registration is at 9 am until
9:30 am, with a fee of $3, which
includes the luncheon, when
Cranston and McGovern will
speak.
The workshops are: 1)
Unemployment in San Joaquin
County, 2) Our Environmental
Crisis, 3) Social Issues - Justice
and Law, 4) Education needs, 5)
Party reform - Local and State,

RENTALS

# *San Joaquin

The luncheon is from 12:30 to
2:30, when the workshops will
resume, and at 3:30 there is a
general session with a summary
report of all the workshops.

5 taioesj. machines
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Pacifican Purposes
and Editorial Policies
The student newspaper on this campus is funded completely by
student fees that are required. A student has no choice whether or not
he wants to pay for The Pacifican; it comes from a small part of his
tuition. Because of this, every student has a right to make certain
demands upon the paper, and to expect The Pacifican to be worth the
money.
As defined by the constitution of the Associated Students of the
University of the Pacific, The Pacifican is a service and not an
interest group like the Anderson Y or MECHA which exist because
they have certain objectives and philosophies. The paper exists to
serve the students, no matter what their opinions are.
Primarily, our goals for 1971-72 are as follows:
1.to establish an effective means of communication between all
university factions.
2.to establish an effective means of communication in particular
between student organizations and the general student body.
3.to provide a reliable source of clear information for the entire
university community.
4.to establish a podium where student opinions of any nature can be
aired.
The Pacifican staff exists to channel and interpret information
into written form; not necessarily to present only the information
they assess as valid, not necessarily to funnel their respective
opinions into this information.
Editorial policies:
1.opinions shall be found only in editorials, columns, and articles
specifically designated as such.
2.because no opinion shall be allowed in news stories, weekly opinion
columns shall be instituted. Any interested student may author such
co t umns.
3. any writer who utilizes fabrication in a news story shall no longer be
associated with The Pacifican.
4.strong editorial positions shall be taken, but no "blanket"
condemnations will be used (i.e., criticism of all administrators).
5.submitted articles by persons not on the staff are encouraged, but
all must be signed.
6.no particular area of the university shall be eliminated from
coverage, simply because of editorial opinion of that area. For this
reason, athletics shall again be represented as extensively as
possible.
7.since The Pacifican is funded entirely by students, the paper will
continue to operate, to editorialize in their best interests.
Our primary goal this year js to build up the credibility of the
paper and to create a completely dependable, responsible source of
information, communication, and student interest and support.

asuop
senate
The ASUOP Senate during
their summer meeting generally
stressed
the
need
for
cohesiveness throughout the
school. They discussed moneysaving devices, not necessarily
for student government but for
the general student body.
Projected
plans
are
"Operation: Escape",
student
discounts in various stores, and
establishing more jobs for
students. Due to lack of a voting
quorum, the meetings were
restricted to philosophies rather
than decisions.

n

Other ASUOP Proposals:
1. Attempts to involve voter
registration on campus with city
elections and South Stockton
issues.
2 The purchase of a boy scout
camp near Dodge Ridge for yearround use with emphasis upon
housing Frosh Camp.
3. Setting
University"

up

a

"Free

Classes in dance will be
offered by Delta College at
Stribley Park and Edison High
this fall.
Tuesday nights at Edison,
Wednesdays at Stribley and
Thrusday at Edison, classes \yill
Paying $75.00 for student body services is being accepted quietly
be offered in international dance by most of the apathetic student body, but for those few of you whc
at 7pm.
would like to know where the $205,000 is going this year, you need only
Theatre dance will be taught to ask at the ASUOP office.
Monday
and
Wednesday
Ironically enough, after paying last year's deficit this year's tota
evenings at Edison, beginning at will be only $180,000, and a gre:.t portion of this will be allocated at the
4pm.
first few Senate meetings by your student representatives. Although
Registration may be made at the meetings are open to everyone, I realize it may be too much bother
Mary-Margaret Arnold the first class meeting.
for many of you to go to the meetings or even stop by the ASUOP
Editor-in-Chief
office, so don't complain later when you have a chance to speak out
now.
I

THE PACIFICAN
Office - North Hall
Phone 946-2740
A publication of the Associated Students,
University of the Pacific, published
weekly during the academic year.
Entered as second-class matter October
24, 1924 at the Post Office, Stockton
California, under the Act of March 3,1897.
Member
College
Press
Service.
Represented nationally by National
Educational Advertising Services, 18 East
50th Street, Nee York, New York 10022.
All material copyright "Pacifican" 1971.
Mail should be addressed to The Pacifican,
Third Floor North Hall, 3601 Pacific
Avenue, Stockton, California, 95204

Editor-in-Chief • • • «
News Editor* • • • «
Features Editor***
Production Manager
Business Manager • <
Sports Editor*****
Layout ••••••••«
Copy Editor ••••••
Circulation ••••••
Advisor ••••••••

Mary-Margaret Arnold
Karen Welz
Margaret Coffroth
Elizabeth Vogt
John Mondloch
Jim McCartney
Karen Goodman
Ginger Capo
Alan Brose
Tom Preece

College Editors:
Daphne Felthouse,
Callison; Dayna Petersen, COP; Doug
Haverty, Conservatory; Sally Van Dyke,
Elbert Covell and Education; Marianne
Moyn, Pharmacy and Engineering;
Michael Barr, Raymond.

mando flores

MUN
Seeks
New
Members

The Model United Nations is
looking for new students to start
building MUN at UOP this fall. A
reception will be held in their
honor Sept. 28 in the Gold Room
of Anderson Y at 7:30 pm.
Students participating in the
fall activities will be able to take
a fully accredited course in the
spring at shich time UOP will be
hosting the central regional
conference.
MUN will be hosting the 1973
conference of the far west;
involving some 100 schools from
10 different states.
Jack Coward, Secretary
General, hopes to represent
either the Soviet Union or Great
Britain
at
their Seattle
conference in April.
Students attending Sept. 28's
reception can have interests in
political science, communication
arts, business, history, and
especially anyone with a
background in MUN.

SOCIAL COMMISSION
Currently there are no "Chicago" concerts scheduled although
attempts are being made to schedule such people as Santana and
Stephen Stills later in the year.
A concert featuring Joy of Cooking and two other groups has been
tentatively scheduled for Sunday, October 3 in the stadium, although
all of the arrangements have not yet been made.
According to Randy Schulman, ASUOP Social Commissioner,
this year's Homecoming festivities will be a little different in that
there will be no homecoming queen. This seems like a good decision
since the community rather than the students usually chose the queen
in the past.
STUDENT SERVICES
Innovation is probably one of the main characteristics of ASUOP
President David Bennett and Company, although it still remains to be
seen if it will be appreciated by the general student body.
In addition to the usual services offered by the student
government, plans to institute the following ideas have already
begun:
1. A rental loan/lease store specializing in such things as typewriters,
canoes, sailboats, packs, sleeping bags, refrigerators, etc.
2. A student/merchant discount program enabling students to receive
discounts from certain merchants in the Stockton area.
3. A record shop which would sell records at near cost to all student
body card holders.
4. An ASUOP "Escape" bus or buses to be used for field trips, football
games, etc. The purchase of this bus is still in the discussion stage and
may never become a reality.
All of the programs and the success of this year's ASUOP
government depend on generating enough interested people who will
e willing to participate in these programs. The programs are also
ontingent upon completion and acceptance of "incorporation
papers by the State of California.
wnniHKLteIerrt0Ur reactions are t0 these ideas, your comments
^^tdbe^reatly^appreciated. Remember, you're paying for it!
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Deans React to
Co-ed Housing
The conversion of the former
luni-sex residence halls, Grace
lovell and South West, to co-ed
iving, provides an amusing
change. It is too early yet,
though, to see if the change will
work for those two particular
dorms.
The essential hope behind
I the change to co-ed living is to
|enable the students to live in a
normal social atmosphere for
human
warmth
and
development. As, Dean Davis
said, "The housing is an
extension of the classroom. You
learn in the dorm...you can learn
in many, many different ways."
Dean Williams explained
statistics show from the Stanford
co-ed housing that, "In a co-ed
dorm, the unit becomes a closer
knit group, a concern for each
other, more than in either a male
or female house, and also the
academic level, the intellectual
level, is higher in a co-ed dorm."

£

Dean Betz agrees, "The
social situation is more normal.
IThe relation between young men
land women is less strained."
However, there may be some
Iproblems. Dean Betz can see
where it is possible that a girl
may find a boy in the bathrooms,
and then complain to her
parents. So, there is the problem
of educating the parents. He can
also see, "where a fellow gets too
amorous about a girl, and since
her roommate is gone for the
weekend..." Also, as Dean
Williams noted, the buildings
were not constructed for co-ed
living, so, there is the problem of
privacy.
Another issue that may
cause concern are the freshmen
living in a co-ed dorm for the first
time away from home. Dean
Davis expressed she still has
reservations for the freshmen
living in co-ed housing, and that
they should be given the

opportunity to live in a uni-sex
dorm for their first year. She
added, "I have this reservation
because I think that freshmen
have so much to learn and
adjustments to make, that when
you add co-ed housing, it is
adding on a bit too much."
The problem of theft may
also cause concern. It will be
interesting to note whether or not
theft will increase. It will also be
interesting to see if the rules will
be violated more or less. So far
during the first two weeks of co
ed housing for Grace Covell and
South West, there have been no
real problems.
Director of Grace Covell,
Carol Stokes, replied, "I have not
found any real problems so far.
Everyone so far seems to have
their best manners. The girls
aren't running around in curlers
and dirty old scroungy
bathrobes. It's a little too noisey,
but I'm not too sure it would be
the same in an all girls' dorm."
From a resident assistant's
point of view from South West,
"There
is
much
more
brother
and
sister
atmosphere." People don't mind
running around in their
underwear and the first two
weeks in a co-ed dorm have
provided lots of parties.
In general, the students
living in Grace Covell and South
West, seem to like it and the
resident assistances explain that
they would not have encountered
any more problems than before.
The administration is waiting to
see what happens.
One complaint is hear
though, concerning Grace
Covell, is from some of the
fraternity men. As Dean
Williams said, "I think they just
like the idea of having four
hundred women just across the
street... a big supermarket, and
now it's a seven eleven. They are
less products to go shopping for...
a cut down on the selection."

President
Before
Thanksgiving?

by Armando Flores
Selecting a president is
difficult task, and despite the
lack of action during the
summer, the Presidential Search
Committee seems to be making
progress.
According to Dean Eliot
Taylor, Chairman of the
committee, the element of
secrecy is a prevailing factor in
order to protect the candidates

CHINA, CRYSTAL
STERLING, GIFTS
Ofson Thursdays 'HI 9 p.m

Fran Gift Wrap
and Dtlivory
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who may not be selected and still
wish to remain in their present
positions.
Taylor, although careful not
to reveal any hidden secrets,
explained that the committee has
now narrowed over 200
nominations down to a
"manageable" number, and
wold like to have their
nomination in by Thanksgiving
Day.
After talking with ASUOP
President David Bennett about
the student input to the
committee, David revealed that
the manageable number of
candidates was actually 21.
Bennett went on to comment that
of the 6 students who are now on
the committee, it is likely that 2
or 3 will be replaced due to lack of
j attendance and interest.
Bennett is quite optimistic
and feels that the university will
have a president before
Thanksgiving.

Tubing
Threatens
Farmers
by Nancy Gray
The future of tubing, a
favorite pastime of UOP
students, is being jeopardized by
the problem of littering along the
Mokulume River.
Upon hearing of this
difficulty, Phi Kappa Tau
organized a plan to float down the
river on tubes, making stops
along the way to pick up the
litter.

The plan was quite
successful.
Representatives
from each fraternity and many
other tubing fans met and
collected some 150 pounds of cans
from the locale, while tubing
down the river.
Problems
Farmers and other owners
have complained that the bottles
and cans get sucked up into the
irrigation pumps and can burn
out the bearings. There have
been threatened law suits.
Under the California Fish
and Game Code, Section 5652: "It
is unlawful to deposit, permit to
pass into, or place where it can
pass into the waters of the State,
or to abandon, dispose of, or
throw away, within 150 feet of the
high water mark of the waters of
.
.
Two members of Phi Kappa
the State, any cans, bottles, 1
^
garbage, rubbish, or the viscera done, he will be forced to change Tau are shown here participating
in a clean-up campaign of their
or carcass of any dead mammal his policy.
or the carcass of any dead bird."
Some students feel if they tubing area last Saturday.
Tubers also bring dogs which sink their cans, they are doing a
STOCKTON'S NEWEST
chase the farmers' cattle, service. But the cans, even on the
resulting at times in the cattle bottom of the river, are
LADIES SHOE SALON
breaking their legs. It is unlawful pollutants, and harmful to the
to have unleashed animals in fish; especially to the salmon
TEN
recreation
areas.
Game which are now going upstream.
wardenKen Cooper hesitates
Unless this situation is
however, to enforce this law, as remedied on a permanent basis, SHOE & BAG SETS TO BE
he does not like to see animals tubers will be banned from this GIVEN AWAY FREE OCT 1
tied up. But unless something is
recreation area.
dTa*ngo*o JOYCE^e iU, set'

Female Sexuality:
Its Use aad Abuse
am fl

sat

_

No purchase necessary. Value of each
set to $45. Drawing will be held Octo-

NAME

PHONE NO

—GARY'S SHOETIQUE • 2034 Pocific Ave.

.
by Mary A. McAdams
Human sexuality will be the
basic theme throughout the
discussion sessions and lectures
by Miss Lois Kessler, an
assistant professor of the
Department of Health Science at
San Diego State and facilitator of
the Women's Studies Program
including classes in Human
Sexuality and Patterns of Sexual
Behavior, when she visits the
University of the Pacific on
October 18 and 19.
Her tentative schedule
begins Tuesday evening 7:30 pm
at the Anderson Y Lounge, with
her discussion: "Prevention of
Unwanted Pregnancies???".
Wednesday morning at 9am
in Anderson Lecture Hall she will
discuss "Male ad Female
Barriers to Interpersonal
Communication".

afternoon, 3-4:30pm, she will rap
"1
/\ VIS \ &
on "Human Sexuality" followed
Wednesday evening, 7pm at the
A
j* MM FtfJ^V
Raymond Great Hall with her
i J
specialty, "Female Sexuality:
its Use and Abuse."
Everyone is invited free of ••
|
PAl B • 1
charge.
1111 2
|
IP,
111 A
Repair and Service
COLOR TV- STEREO - TAPE RECORDERS
Free Estimates

MIRACLE MILE SERVICE CO
PHONE: 463-8585

THE

on

Wednesday

Trade

BANKAMERICARD &
MASTER CHARGE
WELCOME
Wiads

PIPE

SHOP

AT 320 LINCOLN CENTER INVITES
UOP IN FOR A
FREE SAMPLE OF OUR
FRESHLY BLENDED TOBACCO
NEXT TO REXALL DRUG STORE
477-6921

Later

2349 PACIFIC AVE.
CALIF. 95204

ST0CKT0N

2034 Pacific Ave. 465-6317
Open Thurs. 'til 9 P.M.

daily 'til 7
Sat. 'til 6
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speech and hearing
clinic expands program
by Nancy Gray
As a result of a grant of
$21,000 from the United States
Office of Education, the UOP
Speech and Hearing Clinic has
been able to enlarge and improve
its community aid program.
Some 110 handicapped persons,
ranging in age from 2 to 83,
receive therapy through the
efforts of the UOP staff and
students.
For the most part, this care
is free of cost, but if the patient
wishes to pay the fee is only $20
per semester. An average of 8
new patients are brought in for
evaluation each week.
UOP was fortunate to
receive maximum funding in a
time of many government
cutbacks. This clinical training
program not only helps the
patients with their various
problems, but it also exposes the
students to the different
situations they will eventually
have to deal with on their own.
The program also provides for in
field training at several
hospitals.
The whole project began on a
small scale in 1946. In 1969, new
staff, equipment, and renewed
energy brought the fairly limited
program to new success. At this

point, the Speech and Hearing
specialists were able to establish
themselves as a separate
department, the Department of
Communicative Disorders.
The full-time staff working
at the UOP clinic includes: 2
medical doctors, 3 speech
pathologists, and 1 audiologist.
The need for this type of skilled
person is very great. For this
reason,
the
specialized,
individualized speech pathology
training at UOP is valued so
highly.
There are approximately 12
million handicapped people in
the United States; with some 2 to
3 thousand people trained to treat
them. In this way, the clinic is
meeting both the national and
community needs. Students are
being trained to help the general
problem, and patients are being
treated to alleviate the local
problem.
Many students have been
steered into the field of Speech
Pathology because of the
excellent teaching and facilities
at UOP. In the past several
years, the department has
acquired a nine ton soundproof
room for diagnostic hearing tests
and an audiometer for speech
testing.

HAMLET
. rainrai

Cliff's Notes...always the right
prescription when you need
help in understanding litera
ture. Prepared by educators.
Easy to use. Titles available now
cover nearly 200 frequently
assigned plays
and novels.

Look
for tt^
Cliff's Notes "First Aid"
Station wherever
books are sold. Only $1 each.

Available
At: THRIFTY DRUG

495C Pacific Ave.
Stockton, Calif. 95207

Non-majors
might
be
interested in the class, Speech
and Language Disorders: An
Overview. This course gives the
student a good idea of what the
problem consists of.
"It's just so good, it just is,"
states Dr. Kenneth Perrin, a
professor in.Speech Pathology
and an enthusiastic backer of the
clinic and the entire Speech and
Hearing program. He feels that
the quality of care given to the
handicapped
by
student
clinicians is excellent.

McCrone
Speaks
Dr. Alistair McCrone feels
that making UOP function
requires constant work. "It's not
what have we been doing over the
summer but wat are we doing all
the time."
During the summer, the
appointment of acting Academic
Vice-President was issued to Dr.
Donald Pace. Dr. Pace comes
from the School of Pharmacy as
a professor of physiology. Dr.
McCrone describes Dr. Pace as
"a man with national visibility
and respect in his field."
The appointment of the new
Chairman
of
Business
Administration
was
also
enacted. Professor Sidney Turoff
from
the
University
of
Connecticut will fill this position.
The library budget was also
planned over the summer. The
budget will hold a seventeen per
cent increase over last year with
books receiving a twenty-three
per cent increase. McCrone
states that an effort is being
made to respond to genuine
academic need such as student
research and the needs of Winter
Term.
The Board of Regents met in
August and reviewed last year's
program because of the interim
period. A post-budget cut is
necessary
because fewer
students enrolled in UOP than
hoped for as identified by
admission statistics. McCrone
believes that "UOP holds a
comparatively strong position
over other universities who've
dropped sharply."
Finally, during vacation, the
Engineering School received full
accreditation for the maximum
limit of six years. The Law
School also achieved its
accreditation ahead of time for
one year. McCrone believes that
"we're moving forward even in a
tough year."
WARNING

Car parking stickers now
available at the Business Office.
Regulations will be enforced
effective October 1.
»»ooiaoooooooooooooooo«n

BOURBON STREET
LIQUORS
lIQUOIf • WINIS
MIXIS . (CIO Mil

444-1114

ICE

1(14 WIST UNI

Backpack to Sierras
Back packing into the High
Sierras this weekend! Friday,
Saturday, Sunday, 24th, 25th,
26th. The hike starts from
Tuolume Meadows and winds
around to Cathedral Lakes in
Yosemite.
Dan Bava of the Anderson Y
is sponsoring the weekend trip,
which will depart tomorrow
noon. Drivers are still needed
and they will be reinbursed for
gas and theirincentiye! Contact
Dan Bava, phone 466-1496 today if
you are interested in ,|oining the
pack!
If
the words caring,
understanding, and helping meet
your desires which you've been
searching for, come to the
Anderson Y and fulfill your
quest. Director Dan Bava has co
ordinated students on campus
interested in tutoring at
elementary, Junior High, and
High Schools, along with other

community projects. There is
strong need for students to help
South Stockton schools, minorit
schools, emotionally
handicappand mental
institutions, and the juvenil
hall.
It may be possible to ge
academic credit
for you
services. Folks at the Anderso
Y will gladly answer question
and put your nae on the list today
Any questions on dra
counseling? Feel free to talk t
Dan Bava of the Anderson Y. 0
Mondays from 7 to 10 pm
lawyer and draft couselor will b
available.
Forty to twent.
percent discount on your books!
The "Peoples Book Store" at th
Anderson Y is selling used book
at their "regular" price. It is
student-run book store with i
profit.

ALERT TO THE SHIRT

That we are — and have to be, in a year that
brims over with new ideas. Not only are the
"designer" dress shirts in our collection, vivid,
vital and richly modelled, but the best of tradi
tion. Which means, of course, the button-down
in all its guises. A sampling of the variety is
depicted, to sound the alert for well-dressed
men.

MENS SHOP
20 N. CALIFORNIA ST. . 1718 PACIFIC AVI.
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We've got a cheek plan
that's cheap and simple.
For $5.00 a semester, you can write as many checks
as you want with Wells Fargo's plan for college students.
There's no minimum balance and no monthly serv
ice charge. You get a statement every month. And you
can keep your account open in the summer with noth
ing in it and we won't charge you a cent.
To sign up for the service, come in to the Pacific
Avenue Office of Wells Fargo Bank at 1906 Pacific Ave
nue in Stockton.
Just ask for the student check plan you read about.

Wells Fargo Bank
Member F. D. I.C.
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KUOP Expands
Station Hours
Several major changes are
now being implemented at
KUOP-FM, the non-commercial
public radio station owned and
operated by the University of the
Pacific.
James Irwin, Director of
Broadcasting, announced that
the station is now on the air from
9 am to 4 am daily throughout the
year. "This means we are now a
full time station, 365 days a
year," declared Irwin. He also
stated that the most important
thing for students to know is that
KUOP is licensed by the Federal
Communications Commission to
serve
public
interest,
convenience, and necessity. In
other words, the station is
licensed to serve the public, not
just the campus. Hence,
programs have to be more
diversified.
Stated Irwin, "What we have
tried to do is find the most
adequate place in our program
schedule for the different types of
programming which we believe
we are obliged to offer." The
problem appears to be one of
priority: public vs. private
interests. KUOP operates at a
power rating of 30,000 wattsand
has a listening audience within a
100 mile radius of the Stockton
campus.
Therefore,
public
affairs programs must have
priority in prime spots of the day.
KUOP, located at 91.3 on the
FM dial, has expanded its
program schedule also because
of membership in the National
Public Radio Scheduled Tape

Service. Irwin explained that this
means several five to 60 minute
shows in cultural, educational,
informational and public affairs
categories are now being
broadcast on a regular basis.
Among some of the programs
planned are "Uncle Sam's False
Assumption:" (a program on the
American Indian's present and
past situation) a program on the
Black community called "The
Drum," and "A Search for
Understanding," a program on
drugs. Also planned is a daily
program on the stock market, an
information program called
"Managing Your Money" and a
new program called "Firing
Line,"
featuring
William
Buckley.
The station which presents
live weekly broadcasts of
Stockton City Council meetings,
expects to join the National
Public Radio Network by
October. Irwin said this will
result in some nationwide
programs originating direct
from Washington, DC.
Also new at KUOP is a
$15,000
grant
from
the
Corporation
for
Public
Broadcasting
received
last
spring. With this money the
station has been authorized to
replace the obsolete transmitter
now being used. Irwin stated the
new transmitter will increase the
quality of the broadcast signal,
improve stereo reception for
station listeners, and give KUOP
the ability to broadcast 24 hours
each day.

Callison Adds New Center
With the groundbreaking of
the new Filipino Center in
downtown Stockton this August,
the idea of an Asian-American
Studies program came into being
at Callison this summer.
Decision on this awaits
Tower authorization but if
implemented, it would become
part of the Callison curriculum.
Students enrolled in the
program would receive the
equivalent of a major in AsianAmerican studies.
Interested
students are
welcome to discuss the idea with
Callison
profs:
Tisinger,
Cormack, Anderson, Gibson,
Goldstein, Humphreys and Shao.
Largest concentration of
Filipinos living outside the
Phillipines is found here in the
San Joaquin Valley, Preceptor
Hewitt commented.
Student Involvement
Judging from past years at

Callison, its faculty and
preceptor have agreed a greater
student
involvement
in
governance not only within
Callison but at UOP would be
beneficial to all.
Callison students will be
elected to serve on Callison
student council and its facultystudent council. This council is
essential to the basic functioning
of the college.
Official Visit
Confirmed this summer
were arrangements for Vice
Chancellor Tukol of Banglore
University to visit the United
States and its educational
institutions this November.
Tukol, actually head man at
the university, is titled vicechancellor since the chancellor
position is officially given to the
governor of that state.

Y" Offers Pregnancy
and Abortion Counseling
If

by Mary A. McAdams
Birth control, pregnancy,
and abortion information and
counseling are available at the
Anderson Y Lounge daily. For an
appointment, call Dan Bava or
Mrs. Mary McAdams at466-1496.
All ages are welcome.
If you have personal
quistions or problems, planned
parenthood's
telephone
counseling service is also
available Monday through
Friday, 9am to 10pm (464-5809).
Pregnant
If you suspect pregnancy, go
to a
doctor immediately.
Pregnancy can be determined
either 42 days after the first day
of your last menstrual period or
two weeks after the due date of
• jBpr missed period,.
For a pregnancy verification
either visit the UOP Cowell
Health Center (946-2315) or see
Mrs. McCole at the^gn Joaquin
County Hospital (982-1800) or
obtain referrals to priVale
doctors
through
Planned"
Parenthood (464-5809).

Contraceptives
Free contraceptive devices
may be obtained at the San

As
Bangalore campus
provost, Cormack is journeying
to Delhi early in November to
renew the government contract
for Callison's India program.

Blips
Alan
Cranston
opposed
proposal to extend selective
service until June 30,1973, and to
give military the largest pay
raise in history.
Mind-Controlling
Dr.
Kenneth
Clark,
President of the American
Psychological
Association
envisions the use of some yet-tobe-found drug to curb barbaric
instincts in political leaders.

Joaquin
County
General
Fertility Test
Hospital's
Evening
Family
A
strip of
chemically
Planning Clinic located at 1601
sensitive tape is held by a woman
East Haxzelton Avenue and open
in her mouth to discover her most
every Monday evening 6:30pm
fertile period of the month.
until 8pm.
It reacts against the saliva.
Examinations and
prescriptions are given by
Planned Parenthood volunteer
doctors. All forms of birth control
including pills, intra-uterine
devices, diaphragms, foam or
creams,
condoms,
rhythm,
sterilization,
abortions
are
discussed
and considered,
according to the patient's
individual needs.
V.D.
If you suspect venereal
disease, visit the free V.D. Clinic
at the San Joaquin County Health
Center, 1601 E. Hazelton Ave.
open daily. V.D. can be checked
if discovered early, so don't wait!

Abortion
An abortion should be
performed as soon as the woman
finds out she is pregnant and
decides to end that pregnancy.
With consideration for the health
and safety of the woman, the
pregnancy must be ended before
20 weeks or 4 and a half months.
For help please call or visit
the Anderson Y Center, (4661496) or Planned Parenthood
(464-5809). Abortion is now legal
in California and may be
obtained without parental
consent by any pregnant woman
aged 15 years or over.
Remember, to be safe, only a
legal abortion by a qualified
doctor should be considered.

Air India has paid his flight
fee as an "inaugural guest".
Tukol
will
spend
approximately three weeks in
the United States, and 10 days
centered here at Callison.
Before coming to Stockton,
Tukol will be met by Callison's
Margeret
Cormack
in
Washington or New York
depending on air flights.

eLba

OPEN

Fashions*Accessories*Handcrafted
Leather*Gifts
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A CHECKING
ACCOUNT
DOESNT
HAVE TO BE
CONFUSING
(NOR DOES IT HAVE TO BE EXPENSIVE)
Bank of America introduces the College Plan.
Here's what you get:
LOW COST only $1 a month during the school
year.
NO CHARGE in June, July and August. Get a
year 'round checking account at nine
months' cost!
MONTHLY STATEMENTS 12 months a year.

— for a small additional charge — beautiful,
full color scenic checks that show sporting
events or California scenery from the surf to the
Sierras.

ALWAYS OPEN even during the summer —
all college checking plans have this feature.
Y.ou can keep your account open throughout
the summer with a zero balance at no charge.

COME IN TO YOUR NEARBY BANK OF
AMERICA BRANCH SOON. Find out about this
new service. Ask any teller — or, pick up a
copy of our booklet The College Plan which
gives all the details.

SPECIAL LOW COST CHECKS or, if you wish

OPTIONAL SERVICES TO AUGMENT YOUR,
COLLEGE PLAN CHECKING ACCOUNT Instant
Cash - which protects you against the cost
and inconvenience of overdraft checks. Plus
our widely popular BankAmericard.®

BANKOF AMERICA"'"
available only at these branches:
Pacific-Harding Branch, 1661 Pacific Avenue
Member FDIC

Sept. 24, 197
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lawns jammed Joy Wagon Rolls West
by Carolyn Bennett
Music and fun lovers! It 's all
happening every Sunday at 2 pm
on our own grassy fields of UOP!
Musicians, listeners, talkers
and all other "do-yourownthingers" are welcome to join in
on the weekly lawn jams for the
coming year.
Sunday fun-days will take
place on various campus locales

every week for as long as good
weather permits.
Any and all musical groups
with confidence and ambition are
welcome to volunteer their
talents and brighten the scene.
Exceptional players may be
considered for jobs at future
social activities, according to
John Ahlers and Paul Lourhena,
social commission members.

The Joy Wagon, an instant
musical event, will be presented
by the Associated Students,
October 3, in the UOP stadium.
Co-sponsored by Capitol
Records, the concert will include
two rock groups, Joy of Cooking
and Joyous Noise, in addition to
guitarist Leo Kottke.
The Joy of Cooking is an
assortment of five musicians

with backgrounds varying from
Berkeley folk revival of the '60's,
to conga drum playing learned in
Tijuana. They have been playing
together for the past three years,
mostly in Berkeley, and only this
year cut their first album.
The band has vast musical
resources: four vocalists and a
working knowledge of fourteen
instruments, not to mention an
increasing
adeptness
for
arranging
their
original
material.
Before being discovered by
Capitol, Leo Kottke had cut two
records on obscure labels. Both

sold like hotcakes. Now twent
five, Kottke is generality spoke
of by people who have heard hiir
as having the potential ft
superstardom. Although he one
described his voice as soundin
like geese farts on a muggy day
he has added singing to both hi
concerts and his new albuir
Most of his fans, however, ar
willing to put up with this in orde
to enjoy his excellent comman
of the guitar.
Joyous
Noise play
repertoire which includes thei
own numbers and songs by sue
composers as Ron Elliot (a clos
friend of the group). One of th
members describes their musii
as foot-stomping rock and roll.

entertaining ideas
socially speaking
Two innovations in the social
sphere, elimination of the
homecoming
queen
and
commencement of co-funding for
social affairs, were disclosed by
Randy Schulman, ASUOP
Director of Social Affairs.
Concerning the homecoming
queen, Schulman stated, "The
homecoming queen was a farce
and it didn't really accomplish
anything."

pemuNfto

Sunday, October 3 at 1:00 in the Pacific Memorial Stadium
$1.50 for ASUOP card holders - $2.00 for non-card holders

Tickets available at the Weberstown Box Office, Miracle Music
in Modesto and Stockton, and on campus
Presented by the Associated Students, University of the Pacific.

"Co-funding, as initiated by
the ASUOP Sociar Commission,
is a collaboration for avtivity
expenses between schools and
special
interest groups,"
explained Schulman.
"Hopefully, the new program
will unify campus social
functions as well as enable the
commission to increase the
number
of
campus-wide
activities to be held."

e

•

Homecoming
Homecoming will bring
handful of festivities. A bonfire
rally, and fireworks on Friday
October 15 will kickoff the fun.
parade, picnic, the game, am
dance, with Little John wil
follow on Saturday, October 16
Art Martrano, UOP alumnus wiL
act as Master of Cermonies.
In addition, two coffee house
gatherings will be held ot
October 22 and October 29 at the
End Zone.
Students can also count or.
Sunday lawn jams as a sourceol
weekly relaxation. A highlight oi
the September 31 lawn jam will
be a magic act performed by
Mark Young, a Raymond
graduate.

Social Entertainment
UOP students can look
forward to an exciting year in the
way of social entertainment. A
team of students, John Ahlers,
Paul Loumena, Tim Nash and
Randy Schulman, is working to
bring some exciting people to the
campus.
Some
highlights
of
entertainment to come during
the next few weeks are:
Ogan Nookie, September 25,
at Callison, 8 pm
Pitschel Players, a group of
improvisational
dramatists,
appearing on September 30, at
the Chapel, 6:30 pm
Stewart Little, a small
concert, October 11 at Raymond
Great Hall
Dirk Hamilton, an up and
coming artist, to perform
Oqtober 8 at Raymond Great Hall
Car parking stickers are now
available at the Business Office.
Regulations will be enforced
effective October 1.

rush
The Panhellenic Council,
inter-sorority organization,
sponsoring
a
"Panhelle
Information Meeting,"
Sunday, September 26 at 6:30
in Elbert Covell dining hall.
The
five
Greek-let
soroities, Alpha Chi Ome
Delta Delta Delta, De
Gamma, Gamma Phi Beta, i
Kappa Alpha Theta, will
represented. This meeting
aimed at informing freshrr
and transfer women of
purposes and benefits of soror
life here.
This meeting is being h
for all
university worn
Refreshments will be served a
sorority house tours will begiv
after a brief discussion periot

•t M« vt
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Fallon Season Succeeds

This summer fifteen UOP exception, as there were ten guys
students put together five plays and ten girls. UOP students
and performed them in repertory made up 75 percent of the
for eight weeks. This is a unique company.
program that UOP offers other
They were: John Ellington,
college students as well as UOP
Kenneth Fleishour, Stuart
students.
Twenty students and seven Fletcher, Eldon George, Eileen
staff members put a play Hall, Tina Hansen, Douglas
together in one week. Then, while Haverty, Jacquie Kapphahn,
they were performing that play Joseph Lillis, Janet Miller, Jane
at night, they were also putting Patton, Nancy Schleidler, Bob
together the next one in the day Stetson, Ted Snyder, and Gale
time. This is something not many Warren.
repertory companies do.
All but five of the company
The Plays
attended UOP and of those five,
The plays this summer two are now enrolled at UOP,
were: "Carnival" - a musical, Bob Brady and Nancy Davis.
This year it cost a company
"Night Must Fall" - suspense,
"Our Town" - drama, "Three member $672 to attend Fallon
Men On a Horse" - a comedy, and House Theatre. This includes
"Oh, What a Lovely War!" - a tuition for two courses and room
and board.
musical.
Six students were partially
Out of 41 performances,
supported
by a newly created
slightly under 8,000 people came
scholarship
fund. The money
to see the shows. Response was
extremely favorable. The came from efforts of the drama
fraternity, Theta Alpha Phi, who
Shakespeare's "Henry IV Part audience liked the selection of sponsored a scholarship drive,
shows, the company, and the
I".
and Easter children's show, and
The one year old drama entire program.
Questionnaires were handed a pancake breakfast.
department will begin its second
Their efforts came to about
year showing an estimated out and completed by most of the $1,200. To start up the fund again,
audiences.
From
these
student participation of over
questionnaires it was learned a benefit performance was given
sixty drama majors.
during
the
summer
of
The department is operated about 45 percent of the people "Carnival."
were
coming
to
Fallon
for
the
under the chairmanship of Dr. Sy
There was a strong company
Kahn. The faculty include: first time, and most came from repertoire with consistant
Darrell C. Persels, John the bay area and Modesto. There performances, consistant effort
Casserly, and Mark Wardrip. were even people from other and sincere dedication.
The rest of the staff is: Goldie countries, England, Germany,
Dr. Sy M. Kahn, chairman of
James-secretary,
Deborah and Canada.
the Drama department and
Simon-box office, and Jill
The Season
Executive director of the Fallon
Peterson and Jacquie KapphahnThis was the most successful House Theatre, said, regarding
wardrobe.
season in Fallon's history, the 22nd season: "The season
Director of The Boys in the financially speaking. The was highly successful in many
Band, Dr. Kahn says, "This estimated profit was close to ways: first, we maintained a
season we will attempt to strike a $2,500. All shows were well high level of production; second,
balance between past and
attended with the average house this was the second season we
present in that we are opening
at 69 percent. There were about were in the black (even more so
with two highly controversial
150 season tickets sold, which is than in the previous year); third,
plays, which are among the best
our audience seemed to be
slightly up from past years.
plays of the 1960's. We shall also
For the benefit of the coming from increasingly
do a musical, probably You're a
company, the season was distant points in California and
Good Man,Charlie Brown and in
extended one week. This way the elsewhere; fourth, Fallon
the spring do -a Shakespeare. In
profits from five shows could be remains a unique program in
addition we will prepare and play
split between the members of the that we are able to do five plays in
here the programs that we are
company.
Each
member repertoire in a relatively short
touring in January.
received over $100. Sunday season, each play totally
performances were switched to prepared in five working days;
matinees, which proved to be and fifth, Fallon is a complete
immersion into all aspects of the
If you have questions or very successful.
theatre."
desire additional information,
The Company
The last performance of the
contact the Financial Aids
The size of the company is season was dedicated to the late
Office.
usually 20. This year was no President Burns.

Playdates Projected
This October the drama
department will begin its second
year with two plays: The Boys in
the Band by Mart Crowly, and
The Killing of Sister George by
Frank Marcus.
These plays will be offered in
the
American
Theatre
Association Convention to be
held here in mid-October. Delta
College and Stockton Civic
Theatre will also participate.
Pople from all over the state will
Come to see these plays.
The Boys in the Band will
play Oct. 13,15,17,21, 23. The
Killing of Sister George will
alternate on Oct. 14,16,20,22, and
24.
Mark Wardrip, director of
George says, "the plays deal
with different sociological and
psychological
aspects
of
homosexuality. Both attempt to
present an objective study of a
subculture which is becoming
I
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TO WELCOME NEW
UOP STUDENTS I

(Tkto/M-

OFFERS THIS $1.00
COUPON TOWARDS
ANY PURCHASE OF
$10.00 OR MORE
RECORDS and TAPES
at discount prices
STEREOS-T.V.'s-RADIO's
CAR STEREO'S

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTSMUSIC
GUITARS
MUCH. MUCH MORE!

AAIRAC-LE

(SOOOO

2363 Pacific Ave.

466-4388

Corner of Castie

Open All Week Nites 'til 9

increasingly apparent in our
society."
Tentatively Scheduled
November 8th, the drama
department will take part in the
UOP Coliver lectures by
presenting a theatre piece
relating to the theme, "A
Religious Response to Political
Oppression."
In early December there will
be
week-end
preview
performances of six theatre
works which will be toured
during the month of January
throughout Germany and
Austria. This tour marks the
beginning of a cooperative
project between the UOP drama
department and the U.S.
Information Service abroad. It
will be presented under the cosponsorship of the U.S. supported
"Amerika House."
On March 10th, plans include
.he opening of the Charles Shultz
based
comic strip-musical,
You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown.
Present plans also include a
spring production of William
lllg

J/i—'UVViVM

w

State Scholarships

Many students who have
never applied for a State
scholarship may very well be
able to qualify. They range in
value from zero to $2,000.00 per
year for use at UOP.
Qualification depends upon a
combined computation of the
Scholastic Aptitude Test score
and the cumulative grade point
average. If one qualifies
academically, the amount he
receives depends upon the
amount of financial need as
determined
by information
secured from a Parent's
Confidential Statement which
parents are asked to submit.
Those wishing to apply for
the academic year 1972-73 must
meet certain deadlines. If you
wish to retake the Scholastic
Aptitude Test you must register
before the deadline of September
27 in order to take the test on
Saturday,
October
9.
Registration blanks for this
purpose may be obtained from
the Financial Aids Office, 204,
Administration Building.

For All Your Photo Needs
Shop At

REIMAN'S CAMERA SHOP
Complete Selection of:

Fine Cameras - Still & Movie
Darkroom Supplies - Student 10% Discount
Extensive Selection of Fine Lenses & Camera Accessories
Also Visit Our HALLMARK CARD GALLERY
iimnr nnnnorrrr n r "1 "•- """"^^^***4»oooooooo

''

20% Discount On Color Print Film
During Our Grand Opening Celebration ;

TiLx * ii x

285 LINCOLN CENTER

" ""nno°*

477-5566
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Tigers Drop First Two Gomes
by Dan Kaufman
In Pacific Tigers' first
regularly „ scheduled football
game, they played the Redskins
from Miami of Ohio. Miami s
team was expected to be tough,
they played tough, and they left
winners by the score of 17-10.
On the first sets of downs
neither team could move the
football. On 4th down, with
eleven yards needed for a first
down, Graham of Miami punted
to Mike Barr. Barr, a senior, 5-9,
155 lbs, from Burlingame, fielded
the punt on Pacific's 36 yard line
and took off around the right side
of the field for 64 yards and a
touchdown. Pacific was in front
7-0 and was feeling good.
Miami came right back when
Tim
Raybuck
returned
Gartner's kickoff to the 50 yd
line. Miami drove to Pacific's 4
yard line and was forced to
attempt a field goal. Dale
Wernecke's try was from the 12
yd. line and it was good.
The score was 7-3 and
remained so for the rest of the
first quarter.
When the second quarter
started Pacific had the ball on
Miami's 40 yd line. Pacific drove
the ball down to the Miami 25. On
the next two plays the Tigers
committed
two
holding
penalties, putting the ball on
Pacific's 49 yd line and stalling
the drive.
In the first half, Pacific's
defense held Miami's running
backs, Robert Hitchens to 32 yds
and Boe Booker to 51 yds. Both
backs carried the ball nine times.
At the end of the first half the
score remained Pacific 7Miami
3.
In the third quarter, Miami's
quarterback Stew Showalter's
first . attempted
pass was
intercepted
by
Tiger's
linebacker, Steve Lebherz. Four
plays later Carlos Brown faded
back for a pass and fumbled the
ball. Miami's defensive end, Ron
Schlater, recovered the fumble.
After Miami recovered the
fumble, Hitchens and Booker
went to work on Pacific's defense
with a lot of help from their
offensive line. Miami's drive

started on their own 24 yd line,
and ended in the early stages of
the fourth quarter when Booker
took a handoff from Showalter
for a touchdown. The score now
read Miami 10-Pacific 7.
Wolfgang Gartner, the
soccer styled kicker, came back
in the next set of downs with a 42
yd field goal to tie the game.
The game looked as if it was
going to be a tie ball game, but
late in the fourth quarter Carlos
Brown's intended pass for Gary
Rossman was intercepted by
Tim Raybuck. The two big plays
that won the game for Miami
were the two passes from
Showalter to Hohn Wiggins
totalling 44 yds. With 20 seconds
left in the game Hitchens took the
ball over for the touchdown. The
extra point was good, and the
final score was 17-10 Miami.
Miami's rushing attack was
superb, gaining a total of 231 yds,
half of the total yds belonging to
Hitchens.
Carlos Brown completed
close to 50% of his passes for a
total of 152 yards, compared to
Showalter's 96 yds. Mitchell
True, a junior, from Lamont,
carried the ball 24 times for an
average of 3.6 yds.
Some of the defense bright
spots were Dennis Bruno, who
compiled a total of 10 tackles,
which was more than any player
on both teams. Steve Lebherz
had 8 tackles, followed by Joe
Radovich and Steve Sutton both
having 7 tackles each.
TIGERS VS. MINERS

Pacific's second game was
against the University of Texas
at El Paso.
On the opening kickoff,
UTEP's kicker Ray Brahm tried
an onsides kick, which failed.
Pacific hoped this would be a sign
of what was to come during the
game, and they surely felt so
leading the Miners at the end of
the first quarter 3-0. But, their
hopes vanished as the three
points Jim Holmquist made
would be the only points of the
evening.
The
Miners
scored
consecutively from the second
quarter through the fourth

UNCLASSIFIED ADS
For Sale: 24" Black-lite and
posters; $15.00- call Sam at
478-0317 or at PACIFICAN
Help Wanted: Sparetime or
Fulltime opportunity - Earn
as much as $27.00 per
thousand and up for mail
service. Addressing and/or
stuffing envelopes,
handwritten
or
typed.
Guaranteed money making
deal. Send $2.00 cash or M.O.
for complete instructions and
list of firms using these
services to - C and S Company
Dept 971, PO Box 522, Harrah,
Okla. 73045

For Sale: Red MGA
RoadsterVery
Good
Condition- $450-or Best Offer.
Call: 477-6921 or 477-6544.
For Sale: 24" Black-lite and
posters; $15.00- call Sam at
478-0317 or at PACIFICAN

quarter, making the final score
21-3.
In the second quarter
Miner's quarterback, Gary
Kiethly, had a pass intercepted
by Joe Radovich. Carlos Brown
came right back and through an
interception to Miner's Bernard
Chapman.
Later, in the second quarter,
Mike Barr intercepted his first of
two passes for the night.
The Tigers had to punt to the
Miners. The Tigers forced a
fumble and Rich Masey came up
with the loose ball. Two plays
later True threw a halfback's
pass which was intercepted by
Eric Washington and returned
for 25 yds.
A penalty against Pacific,
and two complete passes gave
the Miners their first touchdown.
UTEP was in the lead 7-3 at the
end of the half.
On the first play of
scrimmage in the second half the
Tigers forced a Miners fumble.
The fumble was recovered by
Pat Cosgrove on the Miners' 14
yd line. The Tigers tried one
running play and three passing
plays, but were unable to score.
Pacific got the ball back and
on the first play fumbled the ball
which was recovered by Brock
West on Pacific's 44 yd line. Gary
Kiethly hit Juan Borrego for 28
yds and a first down. Three
running plays and a quarterback
sneak produced a Miners
touchdown. The point after
touchdown was good and the
score was 14-3 UTEP.
Two Miners' drives were
stopped by interceptions in the
endzones, one by Pete Carroll
and the other by Mike Barr.
Another Miners touchdown was
stopped by a clipping penalty, the
score still read 14-3.
In the fourth quarter Pacific
got two first downs before being
intercepted again. This time
Benny Reed did the stealing and
ran with the pigskin for 43 yds
before he was tackled. With three
running plays the Miners put
another seven points on the
scoreboard. The score was 21-3
by the last touchdown and the
final score of the game.

Polo
Prospects
Promising
Water polo coach Bill Rose
described this year s team as
being
"very
strong ,
emphasizing the team s spirit
and unity.
Although half of last year s
starting team was lost to
graduation, increased strength
has been found in newcomers
Steve Shaw and Mike "Snake"
Brousard.
The return of vacationing
Mike Thompson will give the
Tigers unheard of depth at
goalie. Returning starters are
captain "Wally" Hillman,
sophomore Randy Snider, senior
Bill Archbold and senior goalie
Gary
Robinette.
Returning
lettermen include sophomores
Joe Dietrich, Rick Reeder, and
Bob Love, and juniors Bob Hayes
and Rick Ingram. Newcomers
this year include juniors Randy

Soccer Team
Opens Season
by Jim McCartney
The 1971 UOP soccer team
will open its season on September
23 with a game against San Jose
State in the PCAA Invitational
Tournament.
The soccer team has a new
coach this year, Dr. James
Santomier, a newcomer to UOP.
He received his bachelors and his
masters degrees from Montclair
State College in New Jersey, and
earned his PHD at the University
of Utah.
Lettermen returning to the
squad include goalie Doug Kirk
HALFBACKS, Mike Costello,
Juan Luna, Roberto Ishihara,
Bernardo Gomez, fullbacks
Fernando Duk, Tred Eyerly,
Richard Fixott, and Norman
Gotlieb; and forwards Leslie
McCrostie, Jay Negus, Leo
Echeveria, and Gustavo Wilson,
who was the leading scorer for
UOP last year with 11 goals and
15 assists. Santomier indicated
that he had a well-balanced
team, and that he had a strong
group of forwards.
Competing in the West Coast
Intercollegiate Soccer Asso
ciation, the soccer team will play
a total of 15 games this year.

So far this season the offense
has only produced 6 points, all
made by the kickers, while the
opposition has scored 38 points
against Pacific's defense.
Next Saturday the Tigers
travel again before they
comehome to face UCSB. On
Dr. Santomier said that he
Sept. 25th, the Tigers will be would like more spectators at the
down south to play Cal State Long games this year. This hope may
Beach.
partly materialize, because this
year the soccer team will be
This will be Pacific's first playing its home games in the
conference clash this year. Long football stadium instead of
Beach's record the past two Knowles Field.
seasons is 17-5. In Cal State L.B.'s
first game this season they lost to
Mississippi 29-13.
If Pacific can beat the Forty
Niners of Long Beach, it could
lead to a new way of life for the
Tigers, a winning spirit, and the
Tigers can just chalk up the first
two non-conference games to
experience.

£}oelseman and Dan Hearn and
freshmen Eric Gibson, John
Multhrup, Rick Hendricks, Allan
Roscelli, ad Steve Lewis.
Water polo circles across the
country have been startled by the
news that Bob "Boom-Boom"
Hayes has come out of
retirement
(see adjoining
article).
The team has just come off a
record-setting 30-0 victory over
Hayward State and is looking
forward .to the San Fernando
Valley
Tournament
this
weekend.
The first home game is Oct.
9th against San Diego State at the
Stagg High School pool.
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ATTENTION,
SERVICEMEN!
Don't forget that you have
only 120 days following
your discharge from the
Armed Forces in which to
convert G.I. insurance to
civilian coverages.
Don't lose your valuable
conversion privileges. Call
me today.

Joe Mulligan
5223 N.ElDorado
478-5953

Metropolitan Life
New York, N. Y.

We sell life insurance.
But our business is life.

I would like, without obliga
tion, more information on
the Metropolitan Plan fea
tured above.
Name„
Address
City
Zip-

State^

(Mail to address above)

BRIDAL REGISTRY
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES

3220 Pacific Avanwa
Phone 466-7031
Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

SeycvUtttb
LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN
Party Supplies - Groceries Keg Beer - Free Delivery

PHONE 478-3275

hp

125 E. JAMESTOWN
STOCKTON, CALIF.

Kellermun Stands Out

Return to the water
Now that the summer heat
closed in, students here on
]j, ;ampus continue to search for
something to do to keep cool in
jetween classes.
Some hide out in their
IV| -ooms; others retreat to the End
Zone for an ice-cold drink, and
still others crawl to the obsolete
UOP swimming pool for an
jlmost refreshing dip in the
thermal water. The remainder of
as either confine ourselves to a
six-pack of Coors or find the
closest air conditioner.
I have a better idea. Why not
go waterskiing? Few people
realize that Stockton lies in the
heart of the California Delta
Region.
We are virtually locked in by
water. At our back door awaits
hundreds of miles of sloughs and
channels that challenge any
water-skier, whether he be
novice or expert.
No matter what the weather
conditions, calm water can
always be found in the sloughs
surrounding Stockton. However,
right now is the best time of the
year. With the warm weather
upon us, the water temperature
has risen to an ideal 75 degrees
and should remain warm until at
least the beginning of October.
To accomodate those who
don't
have boats, several
marinas in the area provide boat
rentals. Rates for the boats are
quite reasonable compared to
that of other water recreation
0t|]
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areas.
An eighteen foot, 165
horsepower Gulfstream inboardoutboard, ideal for any skier, can
be obtained for $25 for two hours,
or $65 for a day. This includes
skis, ski ropes; everything you
need to have a good time.
If skiing isn't your bag,
fishing boats are available at
other marinas for $4 a day
without a motor. Or, if you'd like
to spend a few days on the River,
houseboats are for rent at about
$40 a day.
To find out where you can
rent boats, just look up Boat
Rental in the yellow pages of the
phone directory.
If you really think about it,
water-skiing is quite a possibility
in Stockton. Few people here on
campus realize the quality of the
San Joaquin Delta for water
sports.
Perhaps some of us are
scared away by the dirty water.
But as long as you keep your
mouth shut, and don't consume
any water, you've got a good
chance of not getting sick.
Among some of the great
competitive water-skiers who
have withstood the Delta water
are Mike Suyderhoud, Chris
LaPoint, Ni Orsi, Tay Evans and
Tom Luckey; only to mention a
few.
So why not get four or five of
your buddies, merge your
money, and have a great time!
See ya out there!

Vern
Kellerman's been
around.
The
standout
Pacific
defensive guard has jumped out
of airplanes and helicopters.
He's fallen into and out of trees.
He's tumbled down mountains.
He's even been shot at. He's
worked with young convicts in an
attempt to help them rehabilitate
themselves.
All of which adds up to 25
years of savvy and maturity. The
ingredients that have been
combined to make Kellerman, a
6-1, 210 senior, the accepted
"leader" on Pacific's 1971
football squad.
"Vern is one of the finest men
I've ever been associated with, "
says Pacific Head Coach Homer
Smith. "He's a real leader. He
works hard in practice and is one
of the five best players on our
team.
Kellerman came by his
maturity and leadership ability
the hard way. He's possessed his
tremendous football talents ever
since his high school days in his
hometown
of
Butler,
Pennsylvania.
Kellerman spent his 1966
"season" in the jungles of
Vietnam as a member of a United
States Air Force Para-Rescue
unit.
But this was no game.
Kellerman rode helicopters into
North Vietnam and out over the
ocean to rescue downed
American pilots. Vern and his

unit
rescued
some
32
pilots...performing some of the
more hazardous duties know to
the war.
"Football is a lot like war,"
says Kellerman, a seasoned
veteran of both fields of combat.
"At least the mental part of it is.
You get the same queasy feeling
in your stomach before a game
that you get before flying a
mission. The difference is, your
life isn't at stake when you're
playing football.
"But in a sense, maybe it is."
The way Kellerman plays,
you'd think it definitely was.
He is the nucleus of Pacific's
4-4-3 defense and was the
outstanding defensive performer
in the squad's opening-night loss
to Miami (Ohio) two weeks ago.
He plays the game hard. So
hard in fact, that he's suffered
more injuries since arriving at
Pacific a year ago than he did in
the war.
"Yeah," smiles the toughnosed Kellerman, "I've fallen
down mountains and bounced off
trees. I've been shot at and
jumped out of airplanes. But, I'd
never been hurt until I came here
to play football."
"It's all part of the game,"
he says. "Most football players
play with injuries of some kind.
You get used to it."
Leaders get used to it, that is.
"I don't really think of myself as
the team leader," Kellerman
says with modesty. "I just go out

there and do the best I can."
Which is a lot. Whether on the
field or off. Kellerman did his
best last summer by setting up a
weight-training and conditioning
program for inmates of the
California Youth Farm near
Stockton. He was disillusioned,
yet
encouraged
by
the
experience. "It was a real
learning experience," Vern
admits. "They (the kids) come
from a completely different
environment. You just couldn't
relate to them."
But leaders don't give up, so
Kellerman is hoping to get
another chance at rehabilitation
work. He's majoring in sociology
and wants to enter that field in
some capacity
when
he
graduates from UOP next June.
He found the transition from
Junior College to major college
football a radical one to make.
"You get better coaching here,"
he says. "And everyone you play
against is good. I started as a
linebacker, which is a tougher
position to play than guard. I like
it at guard better."
Pacific's coaching staff likes
him there, too.

University of the Pacific

Winter Term 1972

europe

*** Official University Program ***
January 3rd through 31st
For Information,
Please Contact The Professor
Prior To October 15th Registration

Programs Available for Credit
European Art

Mr. Burke

Open To All UOP Students
The Space Is Definitely Limited

W PC 201

Hemingway's Spain

Dr. Hansen

AD 202

Literary & Theatrical London

Dr. Seaman

AD 202

Children's Literature

Dr. Chambers

OWEN 203

World Business

Mr. Lee

NORTH 232

Christian-Marxist Dialogue

Dr. Blaney

SEARS 220

Touring Company In Europe

Dr. Kahn

PHAR. ROTUNDA

La Culture Par Les Spectacles

Dr. Streit

AD 301

fe

W

WORLD AIRWAYS
world's largest charter airline
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Women's Swim Team in Training
first big meet. It will be against
San Francisco State and
Sacramento State at San
Francisco on October 14.

Signs of a strong women's
swim team are beginning to show
as the girls work out for an hour
every day to get ready for their

Tri-meet (SF State, Sac. State,
UOP)
No. Cal. Relays, at Chico State
Tri-meet (San Jose State, UC
Davis, UOP at San Jose State)
Group Meet' (Stanford, UC
Davis, UC Berkeley, UOP - at
Stanford)
Tri-meet (UC Berkeley, Univ.
Santa Clara, UOP) at Santa
Clara
Tri-meet (UC Davis, Chico State,
UOP - at Chico State)
Northern Calif. Swim Champs atSan Francisco State

Thursday, October 14
Saturday, October 23
Thursday, October 28
Saturday, November 6
Thursday, November 11
Saturday, November 20
Saturday, December 4

Marine Station
Continues Vital Studies
The Pacific Marine Station,
located in Marin County about 40
tniles north of San Francisco,
faces the mouth of a small bay
about twelve miles long. It is
situated in an area that is richly
endowed with geological points
of interest.
Within the immediate radius
of the area are exposed and
sheltered rocky stones, sandy
beaches, mud flats, shores of
boulders and pebbles, salt and
brackish marshes, fresh water
ponds and streams, sand dunes,
and fossil beds.
The abundance of this
natural phenomena has made the
area a natural collecting ground
for Marine Biologists for over
sixty years.
The College of the Pacific
established the Pacific Marine
Station of Biological Sciences in
•"1947. The station now consists of
three large buildings and two
smaller ones for storage
purposes.
The larger buildings house
various laboratories such as the
physiological
laboratory,
instrumental laboratory, two
graduate research laboratories,
two individual office laboratories
along with some classrooms.
Also included are a library,
research museums, stockrooms,
a darkroom, and living and
I
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dining quarters.
In previous years the Marine
Station facilities were limited
only to graduate students.
However,
with
the
commencement of this academic
year, undergraduate science
majors will be able to pursue
research along with graduate
students.
University of the Pacific
undergraduate students will be
the first in the nation to study
ecology through regular school
year research participation in a
Marine Station program.
A number of programs are
being studied at the Pacific
Marine Station. The primary
purpose of the ecology program
is the study of marine organisms,
environmental physiology and
the study of shell fishsries.
The program as a whole over
the years has produced a wealth
of scientific data. Since 1961 the
Pacific Marine Station has
published in major scientific
journals a number of research
projects.
Expenses for research
projects are supported by grants
from the National Science
Foundation, The National

Hayes, known as "Boom
Boom" to friend and foe alike, is
presently fighting for a job in the
starting line-up. The bullshouldered junior from San
Marino appeared in the first
game of the year on September 15
and scored an important goal on
a penalty shot as UOP defeated
Hayward State, 30 - 0.
Last spring the well known
campus personality announced
his retirement from the water
polo team. However, after a

(r0$$ country Optomisti

Doris Meyer, head coach,
states that this may be the
strongest
team of female
swimmers that UOP has ever
had. Coach Bill Rose is also
taking interest in the team by
helping Miss Meyer in making up
adequate workouts.

by Larry Lapkin
UOP's cross country team
this year commanded by Ross
Cardinally is looking forward to
another record-breaking season.
The team, composed mainly of
returning runners from last year
will
put emphasis on its mid to
Any girl who is interested in
late
season
competition due to a
being on the team is asked to talk
with Miss Meyer in the gym. It is lack of early season training.
not too late, and everyone will
Returning from last season's
have a place on the team.
squad and providing the team's
nucleus are Mathyas Michael,
Les Anderson, Alan Gogna, Kirk
Kaness, Frank DeRuyter, and
George Thompson.

High Holidays

Temple Israel of Stockton
has invited all Jewish students to
attend High Holyday Services
which will be held at the Scottish
Rite Temple, 33 West Alpine
Avenue at the following times:
Sept. 28th at 8 pm and Sept. 29th
at 10 am.
All Jewish students who
would like to be placed on the
mailing list for the Jewish
Community of Stockton are to
give their names and addresses
to the Dean of Chapels Office.
Institute of
Health, the
Department of the Interior and
by contracts with the office of
Navel Research.
Recently, the Pacific Marine
Station has aquired a new
research vessel. It is a 42 foot
long boat, constructed at an
estimated cost of $40,000.
The vessel will greatly
enlarge
the
ocean-going
research capabilities of the
Marine Station. Although most of
the vessel's work will be near the
Marine Station, the boat has a
range of five thousand miles. A
research trip in Baja California
has been planned for the near
future.
With the attention forcused
today towards ecology, it is
imperative to stress the study of
Marine life, since seventy one
percent of the earth is sea
(water) and four fifths of the
animal life lives near, or in the
sea. Therefore, the existance of
Marine stations such as the
Pacific Marine Station for
purposes of research, is of vital
importance today.

Hayes Returas to Polo
Bob Hayes is back.

Sd

summer of soul searching and
the purchase of some oversize
contact lens, he decided to
return.

John Caldwell, a junior
college
transfer
from
Bakersfield, could prove to be an
important addition to the team
and may even maintain the
number one or two position by
mid-season. Freshman Jeff
Wagner, may also prove
beneficial by late season.
This year's competition,
with the exception of the
University of Nevada at Reno
will be based solely in California.
Among the other teams we will
be competing against include UC
Davis, Fresno State, and Cal

State Hayward.
Also included in the schedule Su
are two renowned invitationa f«
meets: the Sacramento am on
Ids
Pleasant Hill Invitationals.
Fb
Training for the cross- on
country team this year, as
always,
will
be
rigorous fol
Recently hired cross-counrj CO
advisor Dr. Santomeier declared or
about the team's training mi
"There is no lack of hills Mi
beaches, and dirt roads, on whici an
athletes can train, however, as ba
sti
much as possible is done to
arround this handicap."

fir
"The stadium presents
B1
similarity to hill training and pr
Stockton parks simulate the
wi
softness of dirt roads. As often as
Nc
possible we try to train twice
daily. Mornings include four to
five mile runs while afternoons
are composed of a combination ol
interfals, Fartlek, repetition and
distance work. Our weekly
mileage goal is 100 miles."
"If we can maintain this over
the next two months, our team
should place well by the time of
the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association meet in San Diego.'

STOCKTON GARDEN
APARTMENTS
DEVELOPED FOR
MARRIED COLLEGE STUDENTS
N O W ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
RENT STARTS AT $ 9 4 . 0 0
INCLUDING ALL UTILITIES
FULL CREDIT CHECK AND INCOME LIMITS

Coach Bill Rose said his
reaction was "one of both delight
and expectation of finer things to
come" when Hayes informed
him of his decision.
Will this tough, dedicated
player develop the necessary
skills to become a superstar?
Only time will tell.

qu

ALL ELECTRIC KITCHENS
WALL TO WALL CARPETS
AIRCONDITIONING

DRAPES

WALK IN CLOSETS

IDEALLY LOCATED
TWO BLOCKS NORTH OF U.O.P. and S.J D C

1025 ROSEMARIE LANE
CALL 478-0198
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Blake Challenges Callison

Deeply involved in offOpening the fall term,
egunday, Sept. 5, Callison College campus community work in the
freshmen and transfers arrived San Joaquin valley especially,
»n campus with sitar and kazoo, Blake is considered by his
students "an exciting speaker".
lospeed, frisbee and copies of
Faust, Demian, and How to Live He walked in 45 minutes late and
began with a simple hello.
Wn Nothing.
Within minutes Blake had his
After
registration the
rtfollowing two days, the Callison audience intensely listening, but
^community was off to its ready to challenge every
liprientation retreat held in the statement made.
Blake stressed "pacifism,
{.mountains near Santa Cruz, at
(Monte Toyon Methodist Camp not some negative term of non
(among the redwood trees and violence" as a means for positive
tbanana slugs with which social change.
"Callison won't change by
j students and most faculty
you going to India. You might. Be
quickly became acquainted.
Scheduled speaker for the careful not to go with the
.first evening was Dr. Herman intention of turning your mind on
'Blake, UC Santa Cruz sociology and by doing so, exploit India."
Blake hopes to see less
professor. Blake is currently
"intellectual
masturbation"
ltwriting a biography of Huey
among college students and
Newton.

more involvement with the
reality about them; "really
getting into it that's where it's
at."
However, he added, there
are
serious
risks
with
community
involvement,
alienation from friends, and
personal identity crises. Blake
suggested the rewards are well
worthwhile.
Last day of the retreat, a
basic orientation meeting led by
Preceptor Hewitt outlined the
summer's
happenings
at
Callison and the tasks facing the
campus this fall.
Buses
returned
that
afternoon. The following Friday
classes began. That evening
John Ballantyne Coffeehouse
opened. A rock band played
At the coffeehouse, before a
full audience Saturday, Stuart
Little presented a rock opera,
"Ravel" with a jam session
afterwards. The group is
expected again in October.
By the end of the first week,
Callison was a place where
discussions of Goethe and Hesse,
insanity and inhibition blend into
that peculiar place behind the
"eucalyptus curtain" where "the
best statement to make about
freedom is no statement.

Yes, I've probably heard every
reason people can give when they
put off doing something about
their life insurance programs.
Maybe you've used a few too.
One that I never hear is "I could die
unexpectedly" — before you think of
another reason for not providing the
protection your family needs why not
talk it over.

Joe Mulligan
5223 N. El Dorado
478-5953

Metropolitan Life
II

kl V
New York, N.
Y.

We sell life insurance.
But our business is life.

I would like, without obligation, more
information on the Metropolitan Plan
featured above.
NAMEADDRESSCITY-

(Mail to address above)

With the resignation of Dr.
Doug Moore, Callison College
Provost, last July, the college
began its search for a
replacement. Appointed acting
provosts were two women from
within the Callison faculty, Dr.
Catherine Tisinger and Dr.
Margaret Cormack.
Selection of a permanent
provost is now underway, with
some Callison students serving
on a Provost Search Committee
and some on an advisory
committee.
Moore received an invitation
to become academic vicepresident
of
Minnesota
Metropolitan State College in
Minneapolis St. Paul, Minnesota,
late in June. This college is open
to upper division students

coming from the area's junior
colleges. It is experimental, a
"university without walls,"
drawing on the community's
resources.
Meanwhile, busily
performing Provost duties here
on Stockton campus is Dr.
Catherine Tisinger. She teamteaches Design in the Modern
World, and is involved with
independent studies. As chief
administrator of Callison, she is
kept busy handling its official
business.
Similiarly, Dr. Margaret
Cormack is active in her position
of Bangalore program Provost.
Now
she"
is
teaching
Comparative Marriage and
Family, World community and is
working on independent studies.

Goldstein Criticizes "Dope Center"

I've heard
them all...

STATE-

Provosts Appointed

_ZIP_

Callison's first colloquim
dinner this year was held last
Monday at 6 pm. The speaker for
the evening was Professor
Morton Goldstein, whose talk
was "A Perspective."
Colloquim dinners are open
to anyone with a meal ticket, but
students must come into the
office of the preceptor's
secretary by 3:30 that day to pick
up a special dinner ticket. This
way there is no food waste.
The talks, too, are open to
anyone. These begin at 7pm.
Speakers in the past have
included several noted public
figures. Since this was the
opening colloquim of the year, a
Callison faculty member spoke
regarding the internal affairs
here at Callison and UOP.
Goldstein's theme was the
inseparable concepts of freedom
and responsibility in education.
He stressed that this was of
particular importance here at
Callison, where independence
and innovation are integral to the
college.
Goldstein cited the recent
media coverage of the arrest of
two UOP students who had been
raising marijuana plants on
campus. Had this happened at a
comparable institution, such as
UC Santa Cruz, its innovative
aspects would be likely to end,
particularly since UCSC is a
state-run institution.
"We can't afford to get the
reputation of a dope center while
the university relies on the
private donors it attracts for
funding."
Goldstein
made several

-

points emphasizing the value of
private donations and support
which make UOP possible. In the
four years since Callison came
into being, many changes have
occured. In fact, Goldstein
suggested Callison has been
changing for the sake of change.
He suggests we switch now to "an
institutionalization of
the
revolution."
"Why not now, instead of re
inventing the wheel, hitch it to a
cart?"

C' *\1 J r,4/\,r\
t
OCT
Goldstein
mentioned
aspects
of Callison that have been
successful - independent study,
student
participation
in
governance, a great amount of
academic freedom among
faculty and student.
Finally, Goldstein stressed
the importance of establishing
the consecration of learning.
"Callison will be a success, not in
the attainment of
serious
intellectual endeavors but rather
in the search."

Yearbook Proposes
Radical Format
Hopefully, the 1971-72
NARANJADO will live up to
everybody's expectations of
what a yearbook should be. To
ensure, however that this occurs,
your participation is necessary.
If you want to be a part of a
book that will ultimately be the
only document of what happened
in 197T-72
if you want this
document to be accurate,
enjoyable,
comprehensive,
artistic, meaningful, worth the 25
cents you had to pay in 1971 then
please, by all means, join in the
production
of
the
1972
NARANJADO.
Your articles and essays,
describing, philosophizing on,
and interpreting campus life,
'will be gratefully accepted.
"Campus life" includes every
event that occurs at UOP from
football to sex to studying. Your
artistic photographs will be
acknowledged and accepted;

"photograph," however, does
not mean snapshot. Your time
spent in technical production will
ensure classy lay-outs an quality
control.
You can also make lunch
money and gain credit for your
work,
besides having
the
satisfaction of seeing it produced
in a formal, hard-cover
publication.
If you are interested, call the
Editor-in-Chief,
Marianne
Lagerquist,
at
478-7923,
evenings; or the Pacifican Office
from 12 to 1 daily except
Wednesday, or appear in person.
Due dates for material will be
October 15, November 12 and
December 10. Material can be
turned in to 3rd Floor North Hall
at any time until December 10.
Subsequent production dates
after Christmas will'be posted
later. Your cooperation will be
appreciated.

